
THE SPA



Here at the Thornton Hall Hotel and Spa we are devoted to 
providing you with a haven in which to escape the stresses of life 
and leave all sense of reality behind.

THE SPA 
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THORNTON HALL HOTEL AND SPA.

To make sure your spa experience is extra special we would ask you to arrive 15 minutes 
prior to your treatment time. When you join us one of our Spa team shall be able to 
arrange a complimentary tea or coffee so you can sit and relax before your treatment has 
even begun. We also require you to complete a consultation form prior to your treatment 
commencing.
We request that you leave your mobile phones switched off at all times, leave the outside 
world behind you if just for a few hours!

ATTIRE
We ask that in the wet areas and for treatments you wear appropriate clothing; we can 
help and advise you at point of booking.

BOOKINGS
To make an enquiry to book, check treatment time availability or any advice you may 
require simply contact the Spa team call us on 0151 353 3737. To confirm your booking, 
we will require full payment for spa days at point of booking. We do operate a cancellation 
policy where any bookings cancelled within 48 hours of your treatments will be charged in 
full, where possible we will try to reschedule your treatments for later date within a 4 week 
time period. Any amendments or cancellations for group bookings must give a minimum 5 
days’ notice. Any cancellations made within this time shall be charged in full. 
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GROUP BOOKINGS
We hope you will bring some friends to experience The Spa. Due to availability we can 
only accommodate a maximum of 8 persons per booking. 

TIMINGS
We do understand that sometimes everyday life may get in the way and guests may arrive 
late.  In this instance we shall try every possible effort to make sure your treatment will be 
accommodated for where possible, but so other guests are not affected it may be necessary 
to reduce the time, reschedule or cancel your treatment. No prices can be adjusted for a 
late arrival.

SPA OPENING HOURS
Monday-Friday 9.00 - 21.00 Saturday 9.00 - 17.00 Sunday 10.00 - 17.00

AGE REQUIREMENTS
Unfortunately we are unable to accommodate children under the age 16 for any spa 
treatments. We are also not permitted to perform treatments while a child is in the room, 
due to the equipment used within our spa rooms.



RASUL
Experience a taste of the Middle East 
with the Mud Rasul. This treatment will 
immerse your senses and soothe your mind. 
Apply the mineral mud to your skin, relax in 
the steam chamber where beautiful aromas 
will envelop you in a comforting warmth. 
Complete your experience with a refreshing 
shower to wash away the mud leaving your  
skin conditioned and your mind clear.
An introduction to the experience is given 
to you by a Spa Expert before you are left 
to sit back and enjoy.

Solo rasul £35

Dual rasul £60

Experience for three £85

Experience for four £110
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Leave all your troubles behind for the day 
and drift away into pure relaxation. All 
spa experiences include full use of the 
facilities, Brunch or lunch or early evening 
meal *a robe, towel and slippers shal also 
be provided for a little extra comfort* 
Excludes the Twilight Package,
see page 11.

SPA EXPERIENCES
Choose your arrival time and be welcomed 
by our spa host who can be there for 
your every need for a truly personalised 
experience. We advise our clients to dress 
comfortably and causally for the day and 
don’t forget your swimwear, if you’re feeling 
energetic pack your gym wear to use in our 
gym.
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SIGNATURE
The package for complete relaxation
• Solo Rasul
• Full body Massage
• Facial
• Choice of Pamper Manicure   

or Pamper Pedicure.
• Blow dry in The Hair Spa
Monday - Thursday £210
Friday - Sunday £235

Let your soul drift away and experience a 
taste of the exotic from Elemis.
• ELEMIS Full body Massage
• ELEMIS Salt Scrub
• ELEMIS Superfood Facial
• Express Manicure or Express Pedicure
Monday-Thursday £199
Friday- Sunday £225

EXOTIC
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A day for you both to indulge in sheer 
relaxation.
• Solo Rasul
• Back, Neck and Shoulder massage
£99 per person.

RETREAT

A truly tranquil experience to help you feel 
like you again.
• Lava shell full body massage
• Luxury Facial
£160

TRANQUIL TOUCH

Arrive after 4pm for an evening of bliss, 
peace and relaxation. 
• Glass of fizz on arrival
• Full body Massage
£85 Available Monday - Friday

TWILIGHT
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Exclusively designed for gentlemen, the 
perfect way to end a stressful day.

• Full body Massage
• Men’s Ultimate Facial

£155

This package is designed uniquely for 
expectant Mums. Must be over 14 weeks 

pregnant.
• Nurturing Full body Massage

• Skin Soothing Facial
• Express Pedicure

£140

Whatever the occasion, Celebrate in Style! 
• Back, neck and shoulder massage

• Taster facial
• Solo Rasul

• Glass of fizz

£120

REVIVER

SPARKLING

BLISSFUL BEGINNINGS
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FACIALS

SKIN RADIANCE FACIAL  £62
This revitalising facial treatment helps 
refresh tired skin.

TASTER FACIAL
25 minutes | £40
An introduction into the ESPA world of 
skin care. 

AGE-DEFYING FACIAL £72
A luxurious and regenerating facial for 
maturing skin to help minimise lines and 
wrinkles around the eyes, neck, lips and 
jawline to help combat the signs of ageing.

ADVANCED ENZYME FACIAL   
1 hour 25 minutes | £88
This powerful and highly effective facial 
boosts cell regeneration and gives an 
instantly smooth radiant complexion. 
We begin by cleansing the skin with The 
CLARISONIC brush that will wash away 
impurities, followed by the Enzyme Peel 
containing botanical extracts and Pumpkin 
Enzymes to deeply exfoliate and remove 
dead skin cells. After a soothing massage 
using Rose Quartz Crystals to help cool 
and calm, a lifting and smoothing mask is 
applied, containing concentrated Seaweed 
Extracts, Argan Oil and Menthol, to give 
your skin a firmer appearance.

55 minutes

SKIN PURIFYING FACIAL  £62
Ideal for oily, congested and problematic 
skin, or those suffering with hormonal 
imbalance.

OPTIMAL PRO FACIAL  £62
This facial instantly revives and brightens 
the complexion.

RE-HYDRATOR FACIAL  £62
An intensive and regenerating facial for 
dehydrated skin leaving it supple and 
nourished.
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BODY TREATMENTS

ESPA BODY RITUAL £75
Detoxifying or Energy booster.
This treatment will help restore peace of 
mind, improve circulation and bring deep 
relaxation to body and spirit.

ESPA BACK, NECK AND SHOULDER 
MASSAGE £40 with hot stones £50
Choose from a range of aromatherapy 
massage blends to suit mood or lifestyle.

ESPA FULL BODY MASSAGE £65 
With Hot stones £75
This muscle reviver massage uses a blend 
of individually chosen oils. A personal 
consultation will ensure you receive a 
unique treatment to suit your specific 
needs.

ESPA SALT AND OIL BODY SCRUB
£38
This exceptional skin softening body 
exfoliation combines sea salts, nourishing 
oils and essential oils to leave skin, smooth, 
soft and moisturised.
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TOUCH ADVANCED 
FACIALS 60 minutes

PRO-DEFINITION LIFT AND 
CONTOUR £72
This lifting and contouring facial delivers a 
profoundly sculpted effect.

PRO-COLLAGEN AGE-DEFY £72
Tackle fine lines and wrinkles for beautifully 
nourished, younger looking skin.

DYNAMIC RESURFACING 
PRECISION FACIAL £67
The power of resurfacing treatment to target 
dull skin tone and the signs of aging.

WHITE BRIGHTENING PIGMENT 
PROTECTOR £67
Target areas of pigmentation and redness 
to colour correct and deliver an illuminated 
complexion.
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TOUCH SKIN 
SOLUTIONS

SUPERFOOD PRO-RADINACE 
FACIAL £60

The nutritional boost that packs stressed, 
dull skin with a powerfully energising 

detoxifying actives.

SENSITIVE SKIN SOOTHER £60
Fragile skin is calmed and boosted with a 
combination of soothing ingredients and 

gentle techniques.

ANTI-BLEMISH MATIFY AND 
CALM £60

Regulate oily skin and clear congestion 
with this oxygenating, mattifying 

treatment.

TASTER FACIAL
25 MINUTES £40

An introduction into the ELEMIS 
world of skin care.

55 minutes
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BODY
GARDEN OF ENGLAND £70
Take a walk in an English rose garden with 
this lavishly hydrating body experience. 
Skin is left exquisitely moisturised, 
intensely supple and deliciously scented.
HOT MINERAL BODY BOOST £70 
This powerful treatment stimulates every 
cell in the body, helping alleviate muscular 
pain and remove toxins.

THOUSAND FLOWER DETOX WRAP 
£70
Packed with tree, flower and grass rich 
nutrients this treatment provides super skin 
health detoxification.
A powerful blend of salts, minerals and 
seaweeds work together to target cellulite 
and poor skin tone.
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POULTICE POWERED MUSCLE 
RELEASE £89 
Sore, aching muscles are worked away with 
this invigorating treatment. Each area of 
tension is specially targeted with the unique 
Amber and quartz poultice to dissolve knots 
and ease tension.

TARGETED TONING TIGHTENER 
£70
Tightening and toning are the pillars of this 
treatment. A powerful blend of salts, minerals 
and seaweeds work together to target 
cellulite and poor skin tone on hips, thighs, 
abdomen and backs of arms. The result is a 
targeted body airbrush and skin that looks 
and feels intensely toned and refreshed.
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REVERSIVE ANTI-AGING- 
TURN BACK TIME  £80
In the Re-Youth Complex, a trio of active 
ingredients act in synergy to develop 
dramatic and visible results while achieving 
skin rejuvenation. This, combined with an 
AHA peel, visibly reduces the appearance 
of fine lines and wrinkles while brightening 
the complexion for increased radiance and 
luminosity.

DOCTOR BABOR COLLAGEN 
INFUSION FACIAL  £75
Hyaluronic acid complex, marine collagen 
and collagen booster proteins, work together 
to restructure and plump up your skin from 
the inside out, delaying the signs of aging. 
Look forward to firmer, smoother skin.

HSR® LIFTING SKIN ENERGY 
TREATMENT  £70
A luxurious facial treatment developed to 
combat the main targets of skin aging. 
This effective facial uses highly active 
HSR® products in combination with 
special massage movements that focus on 
deep muscle relaxation, decongestion and 
detoxification. The treatment lifts, tightens 
and tones the skin, resulting in a long lasting 
lifting effect.
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THE SPA EXPRESS 
DISCOVERY  £38

25 minutes
Feel like magic in minutes. A deep cleanse, 
exfoliation and application of a beauty fluid 
and moisturiser will leave your skin visibly 

healthy and glowing.

DR BABOR ACTIVE AMPOULE 
INFUSION FACIAL  £75

Combining Science and Nature feel and 
see the Results in minutes. A deep cleanse, 
exfoliation Indulge your skin with the purest 

form of precision high active ingredients 
for an immediate refreshed and radiant 

skin. The perfect quick-fix facial with 
instant results for Dehydrated & Dry skins, 

Blemished and Oily/Combinations skins, 
Sensitive and Mature skin.

SKINOVAGEPX  £60 
After a thorough skin analysis using 

BABOR’s unique Invigorating mask, your 
beauty therapist will create your very own 
bespoke facial for results you can both see 

and feel. Wonderful massage techniques 
optimise the skin’s ability to absorb active 
ingredients while bringing your body back 

into perfect balance and harmony.
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YOUR ONE OF A KIND SKIN 
DESERVES A ONE OF A 
KIND FACIAL

Devise your facial journey in partnership 
with your Murad Expert. Start by telling 
your expert your skin concerns and together 
you will create a completely personalised 
treatment plan. From there you will 
receive a thorough Murad Skin analysis to 
determine your skin type and then your 
facial journey begins.

Murad method £62 | 60minutes

Murad taster £40 | 25 minutes

Murad + caci  £72 |  85 minutes
A combinat ion facia l  of  the award 
winning CACI non-surgical  facel i f t 
and the MURAD method facia l . 
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GENTLEMEN
GROOMING

Back wax £29
Chest wax £29
Shoulder wax £20
Arm wax £20

INTENSIVE HAND THERAPY £30
Restore hard working hands with a deeply 
hydrating hand treatment

MAINTENANCE MANICURE  £22
Keep hard working hands looking their best.

SOLE THERAPY £32
A revitalising foot treatment to target hard skin 
and leave feet feeling fresh and supple.

A MOMENT OF PEACE.
Muscle reviver full body massage £65
Back, neck and shoulder massage £40
ESPA lifesaving back treatment £45
The Ultimate Facial £62
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HOLISTIC
THERAPIES
INDIAN HEAD MASSAGE £46
Based on the Ayurvedic system of healing 
this massage can help relieve stress, 
headaches and soothe tired muscles leaving 
you feeling deeply calmed, revitalised and 
able to concentrate better.

REFLEXOLOGY £46
Our reflexologists are here to relax the 
mind body and soul. With this pressure-
point massage based therapy, we can detect 
subtle changes by using specific points on 
the feet.
 
HOPI EAR CANDLE £46
This pleasant and non-invasive treatment is 
used to treat a wide variety of conditions - 
tinnitus, sore throats, headaches/ migraines, 
asthma, hay fever and compacted ear wax.
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MATERNAL TOUCH
Making a baby can be stressful, both 
physically and mentally. This is the perfect 
time for you to check out of reality and into 
our Spa. We have a team of specialists here 
for you and your bump to indulge you with 
our maternal touch treatments.
Remember to take good care of yourself 
and find joy in your amazing achievement.

Expectant mums must be over 14 weeks 
pregnant. 

NURTURING FULL BODY MASSAGE £65
BABY BUMP BACK MASSAGE £40
LAVA MAMA RELAX £70
LAVA MAMA RESCUE £42
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LAVA SHELLS WELLNESS
Lava shells are the world’s first self-heating 
massage tool. A patented natural, bio-
degradable heat technology is incorporated 
into the shell, which then emits heat for 
over an hour allowing therapists to provide 
a continuous and seamless body massage. 
Radiating heat for the shell releases tension 
and leaves you feeling stress free and 
rejuvenated.
FULL BODY MASSAGE £70
BACK MASSAGE £45

“Wellness Lava Shell Treatment”
The lava shell wellness massage is based on 
the traditional lava shell massage but has 
been specially adapted to include moderate 
warmth and cooling shell.
This treatment shall require written consent 
from your medical professional prior to 
treatment taking place. Call us today to find 
out more.
FULL BODY MASSAGE £65 
55minutes 
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Gel colour technology is a pure gel colour 
enhancement service. Perfect over natural 
nails which once cured under LED light 
instantly sets- That’s right no drying time 
needed!
OPI GEL COLOUR MANICURE £40
OPI GEL COLOUR PEDICURE £42
OPI GEL COLOUR APPLICATION 
£25 (fingers or toes) 
OPI GEL REMOVAL £10

PAMPER
The ultimate in pampering, this treatment 
offers shaping of the nails, cuticle care and 
revitalising exfoliation, luxurious massage 
and completed with application of your 
award- winning OPI nail lacquer.
OPI PAMPER MANICURE £35
OPI PAMPER PEDICURE £37

EXPRESS
Nails are shaped, buffed and tidied to 
perfection followed by application of your 
chosen nail lacquer.
OPI EXPRESS MANICURE £22
OPI EXPERSS PEDICURE £22
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£40
Dermaplaning is a simple and safe 

procedure for exfoliating the top surface 
layer of the face and ridding the skin of fine 

vellus hair. This is a quick procedure with 
little or even no adverse effects it is fast 

becoming our most popular facial treatment.
The results of this treatment are smoother, 

softer skin, instant anti-aging results 
and restoring the skins healthy glow. A 

must have treatment for those who have 
threading appointments or for those who 
like to achieve instant exfoliating results.
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WAXING
Full leg £23.50
¾ leg £20.50
½ leg £17.50
Extended Bikini line £19.50
Bikini line £13.50
Under arm £12.50
Forearm £13.50
Upper lip £10.50
Chin £10.50
Upper Lip and Chin £15.50
Brows £10.50

SPECIALIST WAXING
Holly wood £30.50
Brazilian £25.50

THREADING 
Brows £15.50
Upper lip £12.50
Chin £12.50
Upper lip & Chin £20.50
Cheek and Jaw line £25.50
Full Face £40.50

FINISHING
TOUCHES
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EYES
Eyelash Tint £14

Brow Tint £10
Eyelash & Brow Tint £18

Complete Eye treatment £25
Lash & brow tint, brow shape.

LASH LIFT
£35

This Lash lift treatment is designed to 
create the illusion of longer thicker lashes 
without the need for extensions. Using a 
silicone shield the lashes are straightened 
rather than curled which in turn lifts your 
own natural lashes, by incorporating a tint 

the lashes will appear darker creating overall 
definition to the eye.

* FOR LASH TINITING, LASH EXTENSIONS 
AND LASH LIFT A PATCH TEST MUST 

BE COMPLETED 24 HOURS PRIOR TO 
TREATMENT.

TAN
Tan application top to toe - £25 25 minutes.

Deluxe Tan - £38 1 hour includes full body 
exfoliation and full tan application.
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An advanced non-invasive facial will lift 
and tone the contours of your face while 
improving skin elasticity and reducing the 
appearance of fine lines and wrinkles. This 
will deliver the results without the need for 
surgery. For optimal results book a course 
of treatments!

CACI FACIAL £52
A full facial to tone, tighten and lift those 
muscles.

CACI HYDRO-TONE £62
This hydrating facial features the intensely 
anti-aging hydro- mask that will instantly 
rehydrate, revitalise and plump skin.

CACI ULTIMATE £89
An advanced treatment that focuses on 
all your anti-aging concern for the face. 
This treatment combines at the latest 
technology from the CACI machine.

CACI EYELIFT £37
A targeted approach to the eyes.

CACI JOWL LIFT £27
Designed to target muscle laxity around the 
jaw line.
CACI COURSE
CACI FACIAL x10 £468
CACI EYELIFT x10 £333
CACI JOWLIFT x10 £243.
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Technology suitable for all skin types.
 

Crystal Clear 60 minutes £62
Crystal clear 30 minutes £40

Using the Micro-dermbrasion system skin is 
polished to perfection.

OXYGEN THERAPY £62
A purifying approach to combat impurities 

and oily skin.

CRYSTAL CLEAR COMPLETE £89
Combines both micro-dermabrasion with 

the oxygen therapy- The ultimate solution 
for problem prone skin.

COMCIT £100
This facial offers a revolutionary new skin 

rejuvenation treatment technology to treat 
aging skin.

COURSES
COMCIT £500 for 6 facials

Oxygen Therapy £335 for 6 facials
Crystal Clear £300 for 6 facialsPage 
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Banish unwanted hairs with this practically 
pain free treatment in contrast to many 
laser treatments.
Excellent hair clearance is obtained after 
only six treatments. An initial consultation 
and patch test is required prior to starting 
treatment.

Upper lip  
Chin
Underarms
Bikini line
Brazilian
Lower leg
Full Leg
Back
Chest

Upper lip  
& Chin

Underarms
& Bikini line

Half leg & 
Bikini line

£55
£65
£100
£120
£150
£210
£350
£350
£250

£99

£195

£310

£275
£325
£500
£600
£750
£1050
£1750
£1750
£1250

£495

£975

£1650

AREA

AREA

PER
TREATMENT

PER
TREATMENT

COURSE
OF SIX

COURSE
OF SIX

IPL intense pulsed light

PRICE LIST 

COMBINATION PRICE LIST 
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Crylipolysis One area £199
3d Lipo 60minutes £115

3d Lipo 75minutes £130
3d Lipo 90 minutes £145

COURSES
3d lipo 60 minutes course of 8 £805

3d lipo 75 minutes course of 8 £910
3d lipo 90 minutes course of 8 £1015

Its three dimensional approach to the 
problem ensures that you will experience one 

of the most effective services of its kind.
3D-Lipo utilises the latest technology called 

ultra-sound caviation (fat disovling) and 
Cryolipolysis (fat freezing) which is widely 

recognised as one of the most effective 
cellulite reduction and localised fat loss 

techniques. Furthermore there is very little 
down time post treatment!

Book in today for your free consultation 
with our 3d Lipo experts. They are here to 

personally prescribe and tailor make a suitable 
program especially for your needs and most 

importantly designed to see results!

3D LIPO
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Thornton Hall Hotel & Spa
Neston Road, Thornton Hough, Wirral, CH63 1JF

0151 336 3938 | thorntonhallhotel.com


